rgw - Feature #35885
Update radosgw-admin bucket link command for bucket rename and move

09/09/2018 12:52 AM - Vikhyat Umrao

Status: Pending Backport
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Marcus Watts
Category:
Target version:
Source:
Tags: mimic nautilus
Backport: mimic nautilus

% Done: 0%
Spent time: 0.00 hour

Reviewed:
Affected Versions:
Pull request ID: 28813

Description
Update radosgw-admin bucket link command for bucket rename and move
RHBZ# https://bugzilla.redhat.com/show_bug.cgi?id=1595379

Related issues:
Related to Dashboard - Feature #39477: mgr/dashboard: add/edit missing RGW bu... In Progress
Copied to rgw - Backport #36179: mimic: Update radosgw-admin bucket link comm... Rejected
Copied to rgw - Backport #44001: nautilus: Update radosgw-admin bucket link c... Need More Info

History
#1 - 09/09/2018 12:53 AM - Vikhyat Umrao
  - Backport set to luminous mimic

#2 - 09/09/2018 12:54 AM - Vikhyat Umrao
  - Status changed from New to Fix Under Review
  - Assignee set to Marcus Watts

PR - https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/23994

#3 - 09/20/2018 04:22 PM - Vikhyat Umrao
luminous PR - https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/24195

#4 - 09/25/2018 11:10 AM - Nathan Cutler
  - Status changed from Fix Under Review to Pending Backport

#5 - 09/25/2018 11:11 AM - Nathan Cutler
  - Copied to Backport #36178: luminous: Update radosgw-admin bucket link command for bucket rename and move added

#6 - 09/25/2018 11:11 AM - Nathan Cutler
  - Copied to Backport #36179: mimic: Update radosgw-admin bucket link command for bucket rename and move added

#7 - 09/25/2018 11:16 AM - Nathan Cutler
  - Status changed from Pending Backport to Fix Under Review

#8 - 08/01/2019 01:32 PM - Casey Bodley
  - Backport changed from luminous mimic to luminous mimic nautilus
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#9 - 08/01/2019 01:34 PM - Casey Bodley
- Pull request ID set to 28813

#10 - 08/01/2019 01:34 PM - Casey Bodley
- Backport changed from luminous mimic nautilus to luminous mimic nautilus

#11 - 08/02/2019 09:19 AM - Alfonso Martínez
- Related to Feature #39477: mgr/dashboard: add/edit missing RGW bucket info added

#12 - 02/04/2020 05:42 PM - Casey Bodley
- Status changed from Fix Under Review to Pending Backport
- Backport changed from luminous mimic nautilus to mimic nautilus

#13 - 02/05/2020 02:36 PM - Alfonso Martínez
Regarding backport to nautilus, several issues arose in Dashboard after merging this on master so I suggest to take into account what is explained in the description of this issue:

https://tracker.ceph.com/issues/41180

Also to run dashboard integration tests jenkins job: jenkins test dashboard backend

#14 - 02/05/2020 07:51 PM - Nathan Cutler
- Copied to Backport #44001: nautilus: Update radosgw-admin bucket link command for bucket rename and move added

#15 - 02/07/2020 03:21 PM - Nathan Cutler
- Copied to deleted (Backport #36178: luminous: Update radosgw-admin bucket link command for bucket rename and move)